About the Assessment

BENCHWORKS FIRST-YEAR
SEMINAR ASSESSMENT

The First-Year Seminar
Assessment allows institutions
to evaluate the overall
experience of first-year
seminar participants by
providing insights into key
topics related to satisfaction
and student learning.

Gather high-impact insights about on-campus residents
using an assessment built on more than 20 years of research.
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Academic Integrity
Academic Skills•
Connections with Faculty
Course Materials
Diverse Interactions
Information Literacy
Money Management
Social Integration
Study Strategies
Transition to College
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Academic Services
Campus Policies
Connections with Peers
Critical Thinking
Engaging Pedagogies
Major/Career Choice
Retention and Graduation
Stress Management
Time Management
Wellness

Contact your Assessment Specialist today to learn more about the Benchworks First-Year Seminar
Assessment and our full suite of student affairs assessments.

skyfactor.com/student/first-year-seminar/

INSIGHTS THAT DRIVE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Standard Analysis and Reporting

Top Predictors

Access descriptive results for your entire
population or create, save, and edit filters
to select and view reports for
populations you define.

The Custom Statistical Analysis Report
uses regression analysis and t-tests
to identify which factors are the top
predictors of overall outcomes for
your campus.

Comparative Analysis

Longitudinal Analysis

Compare your results to those of your
“Select 6” group of self-selected peers,
institutions in your Carnegie class,
and all participating institutions.

For institutions that use the assessment
for multiple years, view how results have
changed over time and whether those
changes are statistically significant.

Executive Summary

Survey Customizations

This high-level report quickly directs
managers and decision-makers
to answers to the questions they
most frequently ask.

Fit the survey to your unique needs by
adding up to 20 of your own questions
or replacing generic phrases with
language your students will recognize.

Population Codes
Use pre-defined codes to view built-in
internal comparisons or conduct
customized analyses.
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